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Details of Visit:

Author: manitou
Location 2: Hotel
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: 13/5/03 7.30pm
Duration of Visit: 1 hr
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Company: Nationwide Escorts
Website: http://www.nationwide-escorts.co.uk

The Premises:

Hotel in Washington

The Lady:

About 31, size 8, short blonde hair, pretty, completely Kojak-ed, "D" enhanced gazonkas, tanned.

The Story:

Bit of a mix up with the agency, who I reckon had thought that the booking was for Wednesday, for
some unknown reason. However, they were efficient and managed to get Chloe although she was
in a rush.

I asked the agency to ensure Chloe dressed casually and she did, with a nice top and jeans, which I
like. I have never used this agency before, but will say they were very efficient and helpful.

Chloe can talk ! After getting her life story, I was keen to let those norks loose, so out they popped -
again visually very nice, but unfortunately very hard. A lot of gals tend to keep their panties on
initially, but Chloe whacked em off immediately and started to suck my down belows, even before a
kiss - when she did kiss it was very passionate. Her technique was average with a little attention to
the plummage region ( uncovered). A prolonged lettuce licking ensued, then more bbbj, clit rubbing
with my cock, then on with the necessaries for a very frantic shag. I was rather conscious of the
time, knowing that she would be shooting off shortly after I had shot off, which lessened the
enjoyment somewhat. Although her pappage was not to my personal liking, I must say that she has
nips like liqourice torpedoes.
Tanks depleted she headed for the bathroom, got dressed and left, apologising for the rush.
Chloe is a nice gal, very bubbly and has a great body ( apart from the hard coconuts), but certainly
not a justifiable ?150 punt. There are much better for a lot less in the NE. I would guess that had
she not had other matters to attend to the experience would have been better. I did actually get the
full hour but it was the psychological rush that spoiled the sesh.
I wouldn't recommend her as a ?150 punt, maybe ?130 maximum. 
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